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The Karolina produc�on facility is a company
with a 150 year old history of delivering
porcelain serveware. The organiza�on is ranked
high among European manufacturers and their
wares are widely recognized not only in the EU
but also in the USA and Egypt. The company is a
workplace for a few hundreds employees
assigned to various departments. Individual
workspaces, the quality control department,
furnace rooms, the surrounding outdoor area,
and the office spaces - all of them needed a
proper ligh�ng system.
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SPECIFIC NATURE OF PORCELAIN MANUFACTURING
CHALLENGE
The manufacturing process demands a lot of

a�en�on and precision. The key lies in

illumina�ng each workspace in a manner that

enables employees to work in a safe and

comfortable environment, allowing them to

no�ce even the smallest decora�ve details.

Good visibility is mandatory at the workplaces in

the Quality Control Department - the

temperature and intensity of the light determine

if the smallest defects or imperfec�ons will be

le� unno�ced. Choosing the right fixture for

each sec�on of the facility was very important.

The furnace rooms played a crucial role, due to

the extremely high ambient temperature

reaching up to 60 degrees Celsius. The main

requirements stated by the customer was to

adjust the produc�on area to the recommended

light levels and foremost to reduce the

electricity bill.

Łukasz Grzyb
Key Account Manager

LuxonLED

‘‘We paid par�cular a�en�on tothe complex needs of the client,
we approached the project in a
personalized way to meet all of
its expecta�ons - reducing
energy consump�on below 50%
and increasing the ligh�ng
intensity at workplaces.
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We started our task by conduc�ng a thorough

audit, which allowed us to determine the ligh�ng

levels standards. By doing this we helped the

customer to achieve an energy performance

cer�ficate - white cer�ficate - issued throughout

energy savings generated as a result of an

moderniza�on. The Quality Control Department

has been equipped with more than 100

Industrial:LED 4.0 luminaires. The installa�on was

preceded by careful test of various types of cold

temperature lights. Due to the nature of the

conducted work, the 5700K temperature was

chosen as the best suited for the task, it allowed

the workers to no�ce the slightest flaws or

blemishes.

In the key sec�on of the produc�on halls,

workspaces and communica�on passageways

over 1000 herme�c Bal�c:LED luminaires have

been installed. The outdoor ligh�ng system has

also been upgraded: the luminaires in the near

proximity of the facility and the ones at the

parking area have been exchanged with modern

Cordoba:LED 2.0 fixtures. The furnace rooms

have been equipped with Ul�ma:LED PRO

fixtures, which are able to operate in an ambient

temperature of 65 degrees Celcius and deliver

excellent light levels.

SOLUTION
INDIVIDUALLY TAILORED LIGHTING SOLUTIONS
FOR EACH PRODUCTION SECTION



Patryk Głowacki
R&D Manager

‘‘Ul�ma: LED Pro is equippedwith aSmart Control system that
prevents overhea�ng of the
luminaire at high temperatures.
When the temperature of the
room increases above the
maximum specified by the
manufacturer, the luminarie
reduces it's power, thus lowering
it's temperature.

EFFECTS
Reliable Ul�ma:LED PRO fixtures which can

withstand higher temperatures up to 65 degrees

Celcius, enables a prolonged lifespan and

op�mal light levels at workspaces.

An adequate light temperature in the Quality

Control Department allows to carefully eveluate

each batch, lowering the possibility of poten�al

claims.

Reduced electricity costs by 43%

Adjustment to current standards - which

granted the customer an energy performance

cer�ficate.

Maintaining a steady flow of the manufacturing

process during the moderniza�on.
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ORDER A FREE OF
CHARGE AUDIT AND FIND
OUT HOWMUCH YOUR

COMPANY IS ABLE TO SAVE

IMPLEMENTATION
SUMMARY
53% LESS ENERGY CONSUMPTION
26 355 EURO SAVINGS PER YEAR
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2X
MORE LIGHTWHILE

MAINTAINING 53% SAVINGS
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Contact:
tel.: +48 71 733 60 50
e-mail: biuro@luxon.pl
www.luxon.pl

Media:
linkedin.com/company/luxonled
facebook.com/luxonled
twi�er.com/luxon_led
instagram.com/luxon_led
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